Totally
Tuscan

Best In Show

Hudson Americas’ Éilan

Curb appeal is a critical component to any successful
apartment community. NAA membership was invited to
submit photos and descriptions of their curb appeal for the
third annual units Magazine Curb Appeal Contest.
We received a record high total of more than 100 entries
from a variety of communities ranging in type, age, location
and budget. Hudson America’s Éilan was chosen by a panel
of NAA member volunteers for top honors.

É

ilan is a luxury mixed-use development community
located in San Antonio on Interstate 10 at La Cantera
Parkway that combines residential, office and retail
space with a luxury hotel.
Having set such high standards, Éilan (pronounced “Ã-lon”)
made a solid investment in its curb appeal when the property was
constructed in August 2012, says Ryan Baldwin, Assistant Vice
President, Hudson Americas.
Critical among the decision making was to choose plant materials that were either fast growing or already mature at the time of
install. “For example, in the piazza area where the retail core is,
we installed already mature and well-aged live oaks that give the
appearance that they had been on the property for many years,”
Baldwin says.
That was part of the $3.387 million overall investment in landscaping, fountains, pavers and green roof systems in some locations.
“Considerable effort was placed in making plant and material
selections that not only fit in with San Antonio, but also the Tuscan
theme of the property.”
Baldwin says Hudson spends approximately $168,000 annually
Continued on page 62
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Best Local Charm

The Goodman Group’s Scottish Towers II • Dunedin, Fla.
Scottish Towers II is a true waterfront community. One of the most important criteria for a waterfront community is not
the curb appeal as you drive up to the community, but the view of the backyard—our residents’ personal oasis. Waterfront
residents understand the importance of their view. Shown is St. Joseph Sound that flows into the Gulf of Mexico. Living at
Scottish Towers II Apartments is like living in paradise—365 days a year.
—Terri McKinnon, CPM, Vice President of Property Management

Best Landscape

Goldoller RE Investment’s Coach House Apartments • Kansas City

Coach House sits on over 80 acres and has three phases with construction first started in the 1960s. An extensive
renovation, inside and out has taken place during the last year resulting in a resort-style curb appeal. Major emphasis
has been put on landscape designs that give you that “wow” factor and make you want to stop in and check us out.
—Diana Harper, Property Manager
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Best Contemporary

CFLane’s Lakepointe at Las Colinas • Irving, Texas
To achieve the results our clients expect, Lakepointe at Las Colinas maintains high standards for the way we design our
curb appeal for that enticing first impression. You can count on us to take a personal interest in what is pleasing to the
eye for a tremendous impact. What sets us apart is our color, design and product expertise, meticulous craftsmanship
and attention to detail.
— June Mancias, Property Manager

Best Retro-Chic

Hankin Group’s New Kent Apartments • West Chester, Pa.
We are bringing new life to a tried and true community built in the 1970s. With clean lines, smart architecture inspired
by Frank Lloyd Wright, quality brick construction and tasteful landscaping, we have incorporated the old with the new,
creating a curb appeal that draws our residents in and keeps them here.
—Rebecca Reeves Director of Marketing and Leasing
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Best Front Pathway

Hankin Apartment’s Claremont Apartments • Exton, Pa.
This beautiful community exists within Eagleview, an award-winning master planned community in Exton, Pa.
Facades have been designed with the subtle charm of older southern homes and fit perfectly into the quaint surroundings.
Landscaping is carefully handled so that visitors may not notice which are apartment homes and which are villa
townhomes. This village like atmosphere creates a warm and inviting sense of place for all who visit.
—Rebecca Reeves, Director of Marketing and Leasing

Best First Impression

RMK’s Regency Place • Oakbrook Terrace, Ill.

Our beautiful apartment homes and grounds are the ideal setting for a community where gorgeous apartments will
hardly seem like apartments at all in the lush foliage as the seasons change. Surrounded by architecture, culture,
recreation, shopping and dining that rival any Chicago neighborhood, incredible comforts are within. You will walk
the grounds and enjoy the greenery and scenery when you can’t quite make that trip out of town to get away.
—Nicole C. Ingram-Lee, Property Manager
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Best Signage-Green

Fogelman’s Cambridge Square • Overland Park, Kan.
From the colorful brightness of spring to the warm ambiance of fall, driving through Cambridge Square always brings
a “wow” factor! It takes more than a great landscaping company and pretty flowers for a community to look great.
It takes residents and staff that genuinely care about where they live and work. Our groundskeeper was twice honored
by Apartment Association of Kansas City. He makes sure perfection is the norm when you visit our community.
—Kendall Fitzgerald, Leasing Professional

Best Rooftop View

First Communities’ Century Skyline • Atlanta
Situated in our urban markets, we don’t have much traditional curb appeal space. At Century Skyline, we elevated our
curb appeal. Our rooftop pool boasts bold color potted plants with vibrant color arrangements and a spectacular earlyevening view of downtown Atlanta.
—Sparkle Hammond, M.Ed., Director of Marketing
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Best Allure

Fore Property Company’s Rapallo Apartments • Las Vegas
This Mediterranean-inspired architecture and exterior color palette was specifically designed to inspire and entice guests to
want to see more. The entry structures are grand and overstated in an attempt to capture the essence of the Italian city for
which it is named. Rapallo is a Riviera seaside resort in Northern Italy, and our strategy was to introduce architectural elements that reflect the European flare associated with it. Set back within the tree line, bold colors allow it to be seen from afar.
—Amber Ammons, CPM, Marketing & Training Director

Best Splash

Wilkinson RE Advisors’ Lakes at Inverness • Birmingham, Ala.
Lakes at Inverness has overcome many obstacles to obtain its curb appeal. A name change and major road construction
in front of the property provided significant challenges; however, WREA was able to spend over $4 million to create the
ideal resort retreat for residents in Birmingham, including seven lakes on 88 acres with amenities.
—Steve Coggins, Regional Manager
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Best Outdoor Space

Village Green’s Regents Park of Troy • Troy, Mich.
Village Green’s approach to exterior beautification comprises three tiers: Our common areas, the fronts and backs of structures and our clubhouses, sales offices and entry gates. These areas receive the highest priority in the budget and by our
associates. It’s not just the capital improvements we make, it’s the attitude our associates have in keeping those investments current and beautiful. They create a sense of “pride of place” that shows up everywhere—starting at the curb.
—Jeff Kapuscinski, Senior Director

Best Welcome Entrance

Home Properties’ Courts at Huntington Station • Alexandria, Va.

At The Courts at Huntington Station, location is paramount, with the Metro just steps away. This welcoming entry
complements the architecture with a variety of colors, heights and textures in the landscaping. The benches, raised
planters and hardscapes further enhance the area, welcoming our prospects and residents to experience all that The
Courts at Huntington Station offers.
—Beth Dixon, Regional Property Manager
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Best Centerpiece

Lincoln Property Company’s The Park at Monterey Oaks • Austin,Texas
The Park at Monterey Oaks is a lush, meticulously landscaped community in South Austin right on the edge of the Texas
Hill Country. The property displays a variegated and bold mixture of perennials and annuals throughout the year. Curb
appeal is everything at this outstanding community. Most clients lease on the first visit, after being mesmerized by a
garden paradise they will soon be calling home.
—Tim Rushing, CPM, Regional Property Manager

Best Signage-Floral

GFI Managements Villas at Carrington • Overland Park, Kan.
Pulling into the entrance of Villas at Carrington Square, all are welcomed by lush landscaping and beautiful stone buildings. While touring the community, visitors discover bright, blooming roses, well-manicured shrubs, and trees that not
only brighten the community, but also provide warmth and privacy to residents. Many apartments face leafy tree lines and
the community is surrounded by a walking trail lined with soft, green grass. Residents may relax by a crystal-blue pool.
—Lauren Arntsen, Community Manager
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Best Manicure

Bassham’s Sonterra Apartments • Austin,Texas

Sonterra is the oldest apartment community on the busy FM 620 road where drivers commonly exceed the speed limit. It
was purchased by a family trust and the owner had a vision of transforming the xeriscape, cacti-surrounded community
into a beautiful resort-style living experience for our residents. The owner invested in: Perennial grass, expanding perennial blooming beds and a resident orchard/Zen garden. Our unique flower and plant choices draw the eye even at 65 mph.
—Dianna Meier, CAPS, Community Director

Best ‘Wow’ Factor

Tribridge’s St. Johns Town Center • Jacksonville, Fla.
Located within St. Johns Town Center, the heart of shopping and dining in Jacksonville, The Uptown at St. Johns utilizes
superior curb appeal to attract residents. The fountain feature and accent Nichiha siding add pops of color in the entry
courtyard. Pristine grounds, including palm trees and lush landscaping, create an inviting atmosphere. These factors
helped The Uptown achieve a stabilized occupancy of 94 percent in seven months, record-setting for Jacksonville.
—Katherine Mosley, Development Director
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Best Veranda

Trade Street Residential’s Talison Row • Daniel Island, S.C.

Talison Row’s curb appeal captures Southern Charm by using classic and timeless landscaping methods and plant
material. The traditional architecture includes the southern wrap the porch. Landscaping highlights this main feature
with beautiful pink hydrangeas, crape myrtles, purple agapanthus, hibiscus and camellias. The expansive front steps invite
you onto our summer breeze deck lined with hanging Boston Ferns—the perfect symbol of Southern Charm.
—Stacie Dadamo, Community Manager

Best Common Area

Grifﬁs Residential’s Grifﬁs Centennial Park • Centennial, Colo.
High-impact curb appeal not only attracts new residents but becomes an integral part of the resident’s overall experience.
Through our capital improvement program, communities are repainted in bold attractive colors to increase drive-by
appeal and inject life and vibrancy. With meticulous grounds, complete with a variety of vegetation and flowers on display, residents gain a sense of a strong underlying commitment to creating the highest-quality guest experience possible.
—Tom Barta, Chief Operating Officer
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Best Tranquility

Fogelman Management’s Waterford Place • Louisville, Ky.

Waterford Place lives up to its name with ponds and waterways that run through the heart of the community, offering a
unique tranquility and scenery for its residents. We want to create a feeling of warmth and welcome in our communities.
When someone visits for a tour, we hear them say, “It is peaceful and beautiful here.” We want that feeling to set us apart.
—Missy Hamilton, Business Manager

Best Americana

U.L. Coleman’s Coates Bluff • Shreveport, La.

When you can reach out and touch something of value, in our case a real estate asset that’s one-of-a-kind in the Shreveport/
Bossier market, the first visual impression may become a lasting one. Extraordinary curb appeal creates a “wow” factor
that distinguishes exceptional from ordinary. The view corridor created for Coates Bluff reflects the quality, sophistication
and refinement found throughout the entire community and an overall “taste” of that quality and refinement.
—Edward Prokopf II, Marketing Manager
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Best Traditional

Home Properties’ Mount Vernon Square • Alexandria, Va.

We work diligently to ensure that our communities are attractive not only for our residents but for the entire surrounding
community and businesses. Mount Vernon Square recently won the Mary Thonen Beautification Award because of the
positive impact it has had, being placed along the busy Richmond Highway/Route 1 corridor. One of Home Properties’
core values is teamwork. Our beautification efforts are the result of a 100 percent team effort at Mount Vernon Square.
—Lisa Fitterer, Regional Property Manager

Best Signage-Floral

Horizon Realty’s Villas at Dames Point • Jacksonville, Fla.
Curb appeal is similar to getting ready for a big date or job interview. The first impression on prospective residents creates
a strong opinion about the community before they even get out of their cars. We focus on providing designed landscapes
that add value to their lives. A community with strong curb appeal can entice customers to believe that a community
with a well-maintained exterior is likely to have an equally impressive interior.
—Heather Haner, Director of Marketing
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Best Ambiance

Simpson Housing’s Benson Downs • Renton, Wash.

A “pop” of color is what it’s all about at Benson Downs Apartments in Renton, Wash. Seasonal plantings are necessary
at this Pacific Northwest community because of weather demands throughout the year. Our maintenance team works
closely with building management and contracted landscaping team members to ensure our grounds are looking
sharp year-round.
—Kailey Johnson, West Coast Regional Marketing Manager

Best Unique Art

Cardinal Group’s Mint Urban Red River • Austin, Texas
This community embraces the motto, “Keep Austin Weird,” even in its curb appeal. A custom wall mural was painted on
the exterior of the building during renovations not to only spruce the building up, but also to embrace the Austin spirit.
The mural painted onto the side of the building faces the main road for those to see who are driving by the community.
It is the first thing any and all prospects see when visiting the community.
—Ryan Sundling, Creative Coordinator
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Best Welcome Path

Marquette Management’s Fairlane Woods • Dearborn, Mich.
Living here, you will be transformed by the beauty of the rolling wooded acres, and an architectural work of art. These
apartments blend large, open, contemporary design with the unmatched natural setting that Henry Ford so loved. Set well
off the road, a winding path takes visitors past beautiful waterfalls, streams, lakes, bridges, wildlife and forestry. It’s a drive
to remember—especially for those fortunate to call Fairlane Woods Estate Apartments home.
—Kristen Diamond, Senior Property Manager

continued from page 48

on landscaping contract maintenance and $25,000 each year for
fountain work. The contractor has two full-time, onsite landscapers who work four days a week. Additionally, several irrigators, arborists and enhancement specialists are employed.
Baldwin says the biggest challenge is the effort to ensure that
those plant materials can survive through various project and
area conditions. The Promenade area (pictured on page 48),
because of its design and location, tends be very windy. Plants
need to be able to handle high winds most of the year and during the winter must be able to reseed or be hardy.
If and when any plant replacements must be made during the
year due to condition, Baldwin considers several factors. First is
water requirements (because all plant material used must survive on low to very low water requirements because of various
water restrictions in place in San Antonio); second is
evergreen/semi-evergreen status—the hardy root systems or
reseeding potential. And third is seasonal interest, texture and
fragrance; wildlife and deer resistance; and native or adapted
plant material and non-invasive species.
The result is an area that receives many compliments, especially spring through fall. “The property is full of color because
of the plant selections used in contrast to typical properties that
primarily use non-blooming shrubs and grasses with key beds
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being available for seasonal color,” Baldwin says. “Because of
the exquisite nature of plantings, our property is highly sought
after as a backdrop for wedding, graduation and prom photos.
On average, we have several hundred people per year that schedule photo shoots on the grounds of Éilan. We also are actively
sought out to have weddings on the grounds, especially in the
Rose Garden and in the Commons Garden.”
The Promenade is the primary pedestrian spine that connects
all of the residential buildings and the hotel. The various gardens along the Promenade offer an ever-changing sensory experience with a variety of native and adapted plant material in
exciting compositions of form, color and texture. Conceived as a
signature feature of Éilan, the Dancing Fountain is prominently
located in the Piazza, creating a striking image of the property
and a grand entrance for residents and guests as they ascend the
Grand Staircase.
The fountain is surrounded by a shallow pool and set over
stone. The pool reflects the sky and the Dancing Fountain, creating an ever-changing and complex composition of light, shadow
and reflection. The Dancing Fountain features several separate
choreographed water events creating a dynamic kinetic installation that offers a wide variety of experiences throughout the day.
—Paul R. Bergeron III, NAA
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